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Malachi  – My Messenger -
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Contemptible

OT:959

bazah (baw-zaw'); a primitive root; to 

disesteem:

KJV - despise, disdain, contemptible,  think to 

scorn, vile person.



Table of Show Bread
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Show Bread



Snuffed

OT:5301

naphach (naw-fakh'); a primitive root; to puff, 

in various applications (literally, to inflate, blow 

hard, scatter, kindle, expire; figuratively, to 

disesteem):

KJV - blow, breath, give up, cause to lose [life], 

seething, snuff.



Paschal Lamb - 2016
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Priestly Blessing
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Ketef Hinnom Scrolls - 1979



Ketef Hinnom Scrolls - 1979
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Ketef Hinnom Scrolls - 1979



Ketef Hinnom 

Scroll
Numbers 6:24-26



Dung Upon 

Your Faces





Contemptible

OT:959

bazah (baw-zaw'); a primitive root; to 

disesteem:

KJV - despise, disdain, contemptible,  think to 

scorn, vile person.



Contemptible

OT:959

bazah (baw-zaw'); a primitive root; to 

disesteem:

KJV - despise, disdain, contemptible,  think to 

scorn, vile person.



Master

OT:5782

uwr (oor); a primitive root [rather identical with 

OT:5783 through the idea of opening the eyes]; 

to wake (literally or figuratively):

KJV - (awake (-n, up), lift up (self),  master, raise 

(up), stir up (self).

OT:5783

uwr (oor); a primitive root; to (be) bare:

KJV - be made naked.



Scholar

OT:6030

anah (aw-naw'); a primitive root; properly, to 

eye or (generally) to heed, i.e. pay attention; by 

implication, to respond; by extens. to begin to 

speak; specifically to sing, shout, testify, 

announce:

KJV - give account, cry, hear, Leannoth, lift up, 

say,  scholar, (give a) shout, sing (together by 

course), speak, testify, utter, (bear) witness. 



Tears



Tear Bottle
Lacrimarium



Old Testament Marriage



Ketubah Marriage Contract



Ketubah Marriage Contract



Treacherously

OT:898

bagad (baw-gad'); a primitive root; to cover 

(with a garment); figuratively, to act covertly; by 

implication, to pillage:

KJV - deal deceitfully (treacherously, 

unfaithfully), offend, transgress (-or), (depart), 

treacherous (dealer, -ly, man), unfaithful (-ly, 

man),  very.
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-Next Week-
Malachi 3


